
Storage in home life is definitely a headache for many people. 
It has nothing to do with the size of the room. There will be some problems with storage items in the size of the space. 
Finding a good way to organize the items can not only save space, but also allow The use process has become easier, and 
many people must have panicked when they can't find something. Sometimes, some small storage tools can play a very good role, 
especially for some scattered small objects, it can definitely play a multiplier effect.

INTRODUCE

HOME STORAGE
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Never underestimate the transformation that storage brings to you, it really affects 
a person's mood and mood. When you live in a neat and orderly environment, the mood of life
will also change.

PRODUCTS
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Used on many occasions The storage bins can be used in a variety of ways 
not only for bedroom wardrobe, but also for baby room toys, student dormitory, tool room storage, and towel storage 

to conveniently store and keep items clean.

FABRIC STORAGE
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Our storage baskets for organizing can be easily folded when not in use. 
These storage bins are made of EVA fabric which is easy to clean. Spot clean with light soapy 
water when needed. Not recommended to machine wash as there are a metal frame and a hard-bottom support inside.

FABRIC STORAGE BASKET
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EASY STORAGE

FAB-01 FAB-02 FAB-03

FAB-04 FAB-05 FAB-06

FAB-07 FAB-08 FAB-09



Our stable and sturdy blanket holder is made of eco-friendly and durable bamboo. 
Natural bamboo is not only environmentally friendly but also durable, so it is an ideal material for making laundry baskets.

BAMBOO WOODEN STORAGE RACK
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BAMBOO WOOD MATERIAL

BWSR-01 BWSR-02 BWSR-03 BWSR-04 BWSR-05

BWSR-06
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The basket comes in folded. It will return to its best shape if filling it up with 
towels or blankets. Fast smoothing the creases by ironing it. Washable: machine wash is recommended. 
Put it into a laundry bag while using washing machine do not dehydrate with washing machine

FOLDABLE STORAGE

FOLDABLE OXFORD CLOTH STORAGE BOX

NOTE

01：LBA-001
Dirty clothes basket with two-color handle-PINK

02：LBA-002
Dirty clothes basket with two-color handle-GREY

03：LBA-003
Small laundry basket

04：LBA-004
Dirty clothes basket with two-color handle-WHITE

FOCSB-01 FOCSB-01 FOCSB-01

FST-01FST-01FST-01

01 02 03 04



The basket comes in folded. It will return to its best shape if filling it up with towels or blankets. 
Fast smoothing the creases by ironing it. Washable: machine wash is recommended. Put it into a laundry bag 
while using washing machine

NOTE
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WOVEN BASKET

PRODUCTS

WBA - 01 WBA - 02 WBA - 03

WBA - 06WBA - 05WBA - 04

WBA - 07 WBA - 08 WBA - 09



Used on many occasions The storage bins can be used in a variety of ways 
not only for bedroom wardrobe, but also for baby room toys 

student dormitory, tool room storage, and towel storage 
to conveniently store and keep items clean 

COTTON AND LINEN WOVEN STORAGE
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Oval baskets made of 100% natural plant which is a flexible and eco-friendly weaving material
Free from chemical bleach.Pure handwoven by experienced artisans in traditional handcraft way.This exquisite

oval basket is a healthy choice for rattan bread basket. Extremely sturdy construction ensures
that the round wicker serving basket is light and durable

BAMBOO AND WOOD WOVEN STORAGE BOX

BAMBOO AND WOOD MATERIAL
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BAW-01 BAW-02

BAW-05BAW-04 BAW-06

BAW-03

PRODUCTS



The storage organizer adopts mesh design, easy to view everything in the bin, 
also let you pull the basket conveniently from the shelf no 
matter which side of the basket you hold, 
and easy to move it to other places

MESH DESIGN& PORTABILITY 
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WST - 01

WST - 03

WST - 05

WST - 02

WST - 04

WST - 06

WIRE STORAGE BASKET 
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Being carefully handcrafted by skilled artisans, every basket is a unique handicraft
100% Natural Water Hyacinth Crafted from hand-woven over a sturdy steel frame.organizing baskets no paint
0 formaldehyde,eco-friendly and no pollution,can be used with confidence.Decorative storage
bins with special water hyacinth grain make your home more beautiful and fashionable

 HAND-KNI TTED WICKER BASKETS 

GRASS STORAGE BASKET
 PRODUCTS

GRS - 01 GRS - 02

GRS - 04 GRS - 05 GRS - 06

GRS - 07

GRS - 10 GRS - 11 GRS - 12

GRS - 08 GRS - 09

GRS - 03
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Luxury picnic basket is hand-made from durable and natural brown natural durable wicker by skilled worker; 
Nice PU handle and stripe pattern lining; Stainless steel cutlery with anti-scald handle;
PEVA lining rather than PVC;Approved by food standard, be safe for your picnic.

WICKER PICNIC BASKET

PREMIUM MATERIAL

PRODUCTS

WPB-07 WPB-08 WPB-09

WPB-06WPB-05WPB-04

WPB-01 WPB-02 WPB-03



Multifunctional storage baskets for storing hand towels, toiletries in bathroom. Spices, fruit, bread in kitchen. 
Keys, buttons, coins, CDs, remote control in living room, cosmetics in bedroom.
Maximize your space by organizing your belongings.

Simply clean with damp cloth then store in a dry place.

WOVEN BASKET

SAVE SPACE & EASY CLEANING
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WBA-01

WBA-08 WBA-09 WBA-10 WBA-11 WBA-12 WBA-13 WBA-14

WBA-02 WBA-03 WBA-04 WBA-05 WBA-06 WBA-07



Used on many occasions The storage bins can be used in a variety of ways 
not only for bedroom wardrobe, but also for baby room toys, student dormitory, tool room storage, and towel storage 

to conveniently store and keep items clean.

METAL STORAGE
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Foldable Shelving units for almost anywhere in your home and easily 
folds flat for storage when not in use.
As a perfect addition to living rooms, bedrooms, kitchens,etc that needs extra storage space.

Foldable Metal Rack 
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METAL STORAGE RACK 

FMR-01

FMR-02

FMR-03

FMR-04
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KITCHEN STORAGE 

This telescopic sink rack can keep sponges/towels properly dry. Open design, t
he drain holes prevent water from collecting and create a healthy environment for air to flow freely.

 FLEXIBLE TELESCOPIC DESIGN 

KST - 01

KST - 02

KST - 04

KST - 03

KITCHEN STORAGE - 01

KITCHEN STORAGE - 02
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The versatile basket comes with hooks to hanging on the wall if you wanted,
it gives your more choice to use the metal basket, which places on the table or hangs on the wall, 
both excellent to create storage space reduce clutter, it is easy to use or remove

WROUGHT IRON STORAGE BASKET

FUNCTIONAL STORAGE BASKET

PRODUCTS

WIS - 01

WIS - 01

WIS - 01 WIS - 01 WIS - 01

WIS - 01 WIS - 01

WIS - 01 WIS - 01



Used on many occasions The storage bins can be used in a variety of ways 
not only for bedroom wardrobe, but also for baby room toys 
student dormitory, tool room storage, and towel storage 
to conveniently store and keep items clean 

COSMETIC STORAGE
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The Organizer Meticulously Every Detail, Considered to Bring You the Most Intuitive and Convenient Makeup Storage Yet. 
Our Versatile Organizers are Designed Beautifully. It Suits Your Various Storage Needs: Makeup Organizer, Vanity Organizer, Desk Organizer, 
Bathroom Organizer, etc!

DESIGNED FOR EVERYDAY USE Glass -quality jewelry storage box
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PRODUCTS

LIS - 01 - WHITE

JEWELRY STORAGE BOX

LIS - 02 - BLACK LIS - 03 - PINK

JES - 03 - PINK

JES - 02 - RED

JES - 01 - BLUE

ACRYLIC - 01 - ORANGE

ACRYLIC - 01 - PURPLE

LIS - 04 - GREEN

LIGHT LUXURY SERIES



Mini Bamboo Makeup Storage, bamboo cosmetic display case with drawer, 
Drawer one-piece pull out design, stylish and nice looking. Removable drawer slides smoothly and will 
not squeak,you can open and close the drawer effortlessly.

Foldable Metal Rack 
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WOODEN JEWELRY STORAGE BOX

PRODUCTS

01

01：wooden jewelry storage box - Double -layer drawer   02：wooden jewelry storage box - Three-tier drawer   03：wooden jewelry storage box - double-layer box
04:  wooden jewelry storage box - Three-layer box   05:  wooden jewelry storage box - Clamshell box-A   06:   wooden jewelry storage box - Clamshell box-B

07:  wooden jewelry storage box - Square box   08:  wooden jewelry storage box - Glass surface

02 03 04

05 06 07 08



INTRODUCE 

JEWELRY RACK 

The beautiful Earing Holder Organizer not only decorates your table, but also can be placed 
on your bedside table and closet frame.Jewelry organizers stand provide more ample storage space to organize and display rings, 
earrings, necklaces, bracelets and more, if you have more earrings to storage, it will be a good choice for you absolutely.

JER - 01 JER - 02 JER - 03
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JER - 04

JER - 05
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Used on many occasions The storage bins can be used in a variety of ways 
not only for bedroom wardrobe, but also for baby room toys 
student dormitory, tool room storage, and towel storage 
to conveniently store and keep items clean 

BAMBOO AND WOOD WOVEN STORAGE
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Made with 100% bamboo, a fast-growing, durable natural material that gives your room a vibrant and warm feeling. 
Also easily maintained with a damp cloth. The storage shelf could is an ideal housewarming gift for your loved ones. Believe 
Bamjoy, this careful crafted shelf deserves your stop-by and purchase!

BAMBOO WOOD HOME STORAGE

INTRODUCE

PRODUCTS

BWH - 01 BWH - 02

BWH - 07

BWH - 05

BWH - 03 BWH - 04

BWH - 06
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High-quality and high-value products let us open up a new world of kitchen storage for you

OUR DESIGN

KITCHEN STORAGE

PRODUCTS
Fresh green

Light wood grain

Dark wood grain

White color

Black

Storage box

WOOD-1
WOOD-2

01
Storage box

02

Storage box
05

Storage box
04

Storage box
03
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High-quality and high-value products let us open up a new world of kitchen storage for you

OUR DESIGN

OFFICE STORAGE

PRODUCTS

01 02

METAL PLASTIC

03

04 05

WOOD
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High-quality and high-value products let us open up a new world of kitchen storage for you

OUR DESIGN

HOME STORAGE

PRODUCTS

01 02

03 04

05 06 07



INTRODUCE 

DESK STORAGE 

can hold pens, pencils, clips, staples, small scissors, erasers, jewelry, 
make-up, keys, sticky notes, tailor box, sewing items, etc. any small item that clutters your desk, 
this box will make a great decor for your entryway, bedroom vanity or desk
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DST - 01
DST - 02

DST - 03

DST - 04

DST - 05



WINE RACK

LIQUOR STORAGE 

With our wine racks, you won't experience slipping bottles; we've improved the 
diameter of the bottle opening and the height of the bottle base to ensure that the bottle doesn't 
slip and that you can keep the cork well moisturized.

PRODUCTS
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DST - 05 DST - 05 DST - 05

DST - 05

DST - 05 DST - 05
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Used on many occasions The storage bins can be used in a variety of ways 
not only for bedroom wardrobe, but also for baby room toys 
student dormitory, tool room storage, and towel storage 
to conveniently store and keep items clean 

PLASTIC STORAGE
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Our basket is made of high quality PP plastic, environmentally friendly, non-toxic and tasteless, harmless to the human body. 
With tough performance, it can withstand long-term use. This woven basket 
is a great choice for you to organize your life.

PLASTIC STORAGE BASKET

STURDY & DURABLE
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PRODUCTS

01 02

04 05 06

07 08 09

10 11 12

03



The Large Plastic Storage Container Bin Tote has grooves on the lid and body to create a secure stacking experience. 
IRIS USA lid-body construction ensures stability to stack securely for easy moving, 
and save space in your house, apartment, and condo.

STORAGE BOX

STACK THEM UP

PLASTIC STORAGE SHELF MULTI-LAYER STORAGE BOX SMALL STORAGE BOX
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STB - 01 STB - 02 STB - 03



KITCHEN STORAGE
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Highly stackable and can fit into your refrigerator and cupboard. 
Click Buy Now to get your nifty kitchen canisters today and start your pantry 
storage organization project this weekend.

 Highly stackable and can fit into your refrigerator and cupboard 
Click Buy Now to get your nifty kitchen canisters today and start your pantry storage 

organization project this weekend 

SPACE SAVING DESIGN

SPACE SAVING DESIGN

KITCHEN STORAGE JAR

PRODUCTS

PRODUCTS

KST - 01

SD - 01 SD - 02 SD - 03 SD - 04

KST - 02 KST - 03

KST - 04 KST - 05 KST - 06

KST - 07 KST - 08 KST - 09

SD - 05 SD - 06 SD - 07 SD - 08
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OFFICE STORAGE

Your desktop organizer office storage shelf is cut surface of the plate is flat without hurt your hands, 
especially for the hollow part, the joint of the plate fits. The error is only about 0.1mm, and this desktop organizer office 
storage shelf uses a side baffle and hollow design makes the desktop shelf lighter 
without affecting the practicability, and give you better visual effects, 
and more beautiful in the office and home

Our desktop organizer office storage shelf are made of high-grade PVC material, which is stronger than traditional wood, even if you put heavy items, the desktop shelf will not reduce the strength of the shelf. 
The desktop organizer office storage shelf are the white color, without spray paint, so you can stay away from the hazards of formaldehyde and have a healthy working and living environment

FINE WORKMANSHIP

INTRODUCE

PRODUCTS

OST - 01 OST - 02 OST - 03

OST - 04 OST - 05 OST - 06

OST - 07 OST - 08 OST - 09
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THE END
THANKS FOR WATCHING

ADDRESS

Building B16, No.2560 Yongjiang Avenue, 
Ningbo, Zhejiang, China

CALL  US

Dept Manager ：Gary Li
13588690418

EMAIL

amazon@marketunion.com.cn
https://www.e-sellersupplier.com

Market Union Group


